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Material Selection GuideC U M B E R L A N D

Quality Cumberland craftsmanship deserves the finest natural materials. 
A complete range of rich wood finishes, enduring metals, sumptuous 
leathers, glass colors spanning from vibrant to neutral, and one of the 
largest selections of stone options available form a thoughtfully designed 
palette for designers to create their own aesthetic statements.

Extensive, well-curated, and unsurpassed in our industry, our material 
offering is available on everything we make to ensure design continuity 
throughout a space.

 

On Selecting Finishes
Finishes are shown in this guide as accurately as the limitations of the printing 
process allow. Order physical samples by calling 800 401 7877 or sending an 
email to orders@cumberlandfurniture.com. Natural wood veneer and stone 
have variation in grain, color and veining as a natural characteristic. Cumberland 
cannot guarantee an exact match to printed or physical samples. See the 
Cumberland Price List for further details on each finish and application to  
specific product lines.
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Snow (MP-26)

Natural Walnut (WL-90-LS)

Taro (MP-11)

Bison (MP-14)

Sterling (MP-28)

Dark Walnut (WL-97)

Bark (MP-12)Natural (MP-0)

Pecan (MP-07)

Twill (MP-27)

Light Walnut (WL-95)

Java (MP-08)

Coal (MP-17)

Champagne (MP-31-LS)

Flaxen (WO-90-LS)

Charcoal (MP-29)

Mink (MP-13)

Smoke (MP-03)

Chestnut (MP-19)

Wood Finishes 

Standard Maple Finishes

Our finish sample colors are shown on Maple. 
Maple is standard on all of our products, but other 
wood species may be available as well.

Premium Walnut Finishes:  
Available on Select Products

Walnut is a very dark wood; as a result many of 
the subtle colors featured in the standard finish 
offering will not be visible. For those customers 
interested in expressing the classic look of walnut, 
we have provided a Natural Finish (WL-90), Light 
Finish (WL-95), and a Dark Finish (WL-97). 

Swan (WO-26-LS)

Cocoa (WO-13-LS)

Tea (WO-05-LS) Bourbon (WO-08-LS)Fog (WO-04-LS)

Truffle (WO-07-LS)

Raw (WO-02-LS)Dove (WO-28-LS)

Poppy (WO-14-LS)

Driftwood (WO-06-LS)

Cider (WO-12-LS)

Sand (WO-01-LS)

Carbon (WO-10-LS)

Premium White Oak Low Sheen Finishes:  
Available on Select Products

White Oak is a deeply grained wood with a rougher 
surface texture and a high contrast between the 
surface and the deepest part of the grain. They feature 
a lower sheen finish than our standard Maple finishes, 
that allow the character of the raw wood to speak  
for itself. 
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Fog, Cerused 
(WO-04C-LS)

Poppy, Cerused 
(WO-14C-LS)

Truffle, Cerused 
(WO-07C-LS)

Wood Finishes Cont. 

Premium Cerused Rift White Oak Low Sheen 
Finishes: Available on Select Products

To accentuate the deep grain of Oak we have 
developed a low sheen finish. This finish involves a 
hand-wiping process that leaves a lighter-color glaze 
in the deep grain to contrast with the surface color.  
These finishes are a premium and are available only 
on select products. Ceruse finish is available on any 
white oak finish. Samples shown are illustrative the 
cerused finish.

Figured Sycamore (FS) Santos Rosewood (RW) QTD Macassar Ebony 
(EN)

Fiddleback Mahogany 
(FM)

Walnut Burl (WB)

Premium Option A Exotic Woods:  
Available on Select Products

Option A Exotic Woods are species, not finishes. 
They are offered as shown on samples and in the 
finish selector with little or no stain applied so their 
natural beauty can be seen.

W. Satin (AEGLPNT-01)

Annubis (GLSPNT-01)

Chili (GLSPNT-07)Sari (GLSPNT-06)

Ocean (GLSPNT-09)

Ice (GLSPNT-03)

Onyx (GLSPNT-12)

Kiwi (GLSPNT-08)

Back Painted Glass Finishes
Painted glass makes it possible to incorporate whites, 
pastels, and soft earth tones in your designs. 
The paint is applied to the underside of Starphire 
Glass, so the color shines through the glass’s top.  
In this application, for tables that typically use ¾"  
thick glass, the glass will instead be ½" thick  
Starphire tempered glass. 

White Satin Glass is acid-etched on top to a 
distinctive, uniformly smooth and satiny finish, offering 
an ethereal transparency that looks like sand-blasted 
glass. Because the glass is etched on one side, 
the “frosted” surface is impervious to fingerprints  
or other oils.

Metal Finishes
Our carefully curated metal collection is crafted to 
suit any design style, ranging from edgy matte black 
painted metal, to the classic look of polished brass, to 
the timeless feel of stainless steel. This versatile array 
of enduring metal finishes is sure to complement any 
environment for a long time to come.

Black Painted (BLK)

Polished Stainless (PSS) Polished Brass Premium 
(PBR)

Silver Painted (SLV)

Dark Bronze Painted 
(DKB)

Satin Stainless (SSS)

Statuary Bronze  
Premium (STB)

White Painted (WHT)
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Solid Surface
Solid surface has a number of benefits both aesthetic 
and functional. Glacier White presents a clean, 
classic surface that, unlike stone, contributes to 
sound absorption. It’s cost-effective to purchase and 
maintain; because it’s nonporous, it’s less likely to 
stain, and because it’s the same material throughout, 
scratches are easily repaired. It has a Class 1 Fire 
Rating, no off-gassing, and is impact resistant both in 
installation and use.

Our Glacier White is Corian, whose maker offers 
an entire palette of colors that can be used on 
Cumberland products where a solid surface option 
is offered; contact our customer service for 
more information.

Table Leathers
The light, medium and dark palette leather colors are 
offered as options on the Suo table top and the Metros 
and Fortis table bases. (Metros and Fortis material is 
Faux leather.)

Glacier White

Light (Designtex 
Ludington 3285-104 
Cloud or Elmosoft 00100)

Medium (Maharam Lariat 
001 OR Elmosoft 93068)

Stones
Natural granite and marble stone vary in color and 
veining and are professionally sealed. Engineered 
stone created by Caeserstone, Corian Quartz, LG 
Hausys, Silestone, and Wilsonart are made from 
quartz aggregates to look and feel like natural stone 
but with greater uniformity and durability. Both natural 
and engineered stone can be polished for a reflective 
finish or honed for a matte, satin-smooth look and feel. 

Silestone Miami White

Silestone Coral Clay

White Carrara MarbleCalacata Gold Marble

Crema Marfil Marble

LG Hausys Minuet Viatera

Corian Quartz Dove Grey

Corian Quartz Nebula

Silestone CalypsoWilsonart Q4032  
Haldi Quartz

Wilsonart Q4006  
Xcaret Quartz

Absolute Black GraniteWilsonart Q4005  
Adena Quartz

Dark (Designtex Ludington 
3285-803 Midnight or 
Elmosoft 99999)


